VENUE HIRE AND EVENT SERVICES

Our vision is to curate London’s most unconventional cultural
destination and share it with the world.
Camden Market is a backdrop for counterculture, the home of
punk and a place for brands and people that think differently.
It is a crucible of creativity and a hub for the alternative that’s
often imitated but never outshone. The market may have evolved
throughout the years, but Camden’s spirit and refusal to bow to
convention has remained a constant. Camden Market provides
opportunities for brands to engage with a footfall of over 8 million
visitors a year and allows them to generate brand advocacy
amongst a vibrant atmosphere, culture and diversity.
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A UNIQUE RANGE OF EVENTS

POP-UPS
MUSIC EVENTS
SAMPLING EVENTS
FILMING
FESTIVALS
FASHION SHOWS
OUTDOOR CINEMA
LIVE PERFORMANCES
FOOD & DRINK
MASTER CLASSES
LATE NIGHT SHOPPING

CAMDEN MARKET
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270K

VISITORS PER WEEK

5K

VISITORS PER HOUR

187K

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

135K

NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

96%

WOULD VISIT AGAIN

66%

VISITORS UNDER THE AGE OF 34

105 MINUTE
AVERAGE DWELL TIME

6.2 ACRES

TOTAL MARKET AREA

CAMDEN MARKET
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WHAT WE OFFER
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VENUE HIRE MAP
JUNIPER CRESCENT

CAMDEN LOCK
1. EAST YARD
2. MIDDLE YARD
3. KERB CAMDEN MARKET

FERDINAND ST.

CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
4. BACK / MIDDLE / ENTRANCE

HARMOOD ST.
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STABLES
PROVENDER BUILDING
CUBAN YARD
STABLES YARD
AMPITHEATRE
NORTH YARD
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CAMDEN LOCK
KERB CAMDEN MARKET • MIDDLE YARD • EAST YARD

ORIGINAL COBBLESTONES, HERITAGE
BUILDINGS AND REMARKABLE VIEWS OVER
REGENT’S CANAL GIVE CAMDEN LOCK MARKET
LOTS OF UNCONVENTIONAL CHARACTER.

CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
ALL • FRONT • MIDDLE º• BACK

POSITIONED JUST OFF THE BUSY HIGH STREET
AND NEXT TO THE ICONIC PAINTED CAMDEN
LOCK RAIL BRIDGE, THIS BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR
COBBLE STONED STREET IS A DESTINATION
POINT FOR VISITORS. IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR
HIGH FOOTFALL, YOU WILL FIND IT HERE

STABLES
PROVENDER • CUBAN YARD • STABLES YARD • AMPITHEATRE • NORTH YARD

ORIGINALLY A LARGE NETWORK OF
UNDERGROUND HORSE TUNNELS, THIS AREA
IS WIDELY CONSIDERED THE FINEST REMAINS
OF INDUSTRIAL STABLING LEFT IN ENGLAND
TODAY. MAKE THESE QUIRKY PASSAGEWAYS
YOUR ULTIMATE PLAYGROUND.

CAMDEN MARKET
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KERB CAMDEN MARKET
CAMDEN LOCK

Set alongside the canal, this yard is home to london’s greatest
street food line-up. Although usually a public space, it can easily be
transformed into a private playground for any type of event. Whether
it be a family fun day or a company evening party, this location is very
covetable and unique to London.

CAMDEN MARKET

9,660 SQFT

405 STANDING
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MIDDLE YARD
CAMDEN LOCK

Previously used to host street parties and supper clubs, the cobbled
middle yard is great for intimate gatherings. Canopies can be added
for cover and it can easily be closed off to cater to private events.

CAMDEN MARKET

6,700 SQFT

280 STANDING
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EAST YARD
CAMDEN LOCK

Set underneath festoon lighting by the canal, the East Yard is a
flexible covered courtyard that could easily set the scene for a
product launch or installation. Located a stone’s throw away from
the high street, high footfall is a given.

CAMDEN MARKET

6,700 SQFT

280 STANDING
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CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
CAMDEN LOCK

The whole of Camden Lock Place is available to rent for larger events.
The height of the surrounding buildings mean that this location is airy
and spacious, giving you lots of room to do something seriously cool.

CAMDEN MARKET

9,850 SQFT

1,235 STANDING
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CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
CAMDEN LOCK

CAMDEN MARKET
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CAMDEN LOCK PLACE — ENTRANCE
CAMDEN LOCK

As the main entrance to Camden Market, this location attracts the
most attention. It is amazing for food sampling, pop-ups or small
performances and displays – you name it, this space is sure to make
your idea travel.

CAMDEN MARKET

3,285 SQFT

411 STANDING
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CAMDEN LOCK PLACE — MIDDLE
CAMDEN LOCK

This central area puts you in the thick of it all. It can be used as
an extension to the entrance or separately for music and theatre
performances. Attract crowds looking to do something a little
different with their time.

CAMDEN MARKET

3,285 SQFT

411 STANDING
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CAMDEN LOCK PLACE — BACK
CAMDEN LOCK

Tucked into the back of Camden Lock Place, this area benefits
from being big but intimate. It is possible to erect a screen with space
underneath for live performances or presentations.

CAMDEN MARKET

3,285 SQFT

411 STANDING
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PROVENDER BUILDING
STABLES YARD

Grade II listed building boasting two floors of event space and two
STABLES
ground floor units. The 1st and 2nd floors, both 3400 SQ FT, have
wooden floors, exposed brickwork, wooden beams and natural light
from the original windows. A versatile blank canvas, Provender can be
used for fashion shows, pop-ups, product launches and exhibitions,
private parties, photography and video shoots.

UNIT 19:
8.5M × 7.3M

1ST FLOOR:
3,400 SQ FT

UNIT 20:
8.5M × 7.3M

2ND FLOOR:
3,400 SQ FT

*The first and second floor can be hired together
or independently. Units 19 and 20 are hired as
independent spaces.

S ECO N D FLO O R

S ECO N D FLO O R

CAMDEN MARKET
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CUBAN YARD
STABLES YARD

Tucked away in a popular part of the market, the Cuban YARD enjoys
plenty of daily footfall. Festoon lighting and bunting create a pretty
backdrop for private parties or an intimate supper club. A screen
can also be hung from the balcony for screenings.

CAMDEN MARKET

2,050 SQFT

86 STANDING
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MAIN GATE
STABLES YARD

Positioned right next to the entrance of the market and just off the
high street, this area is a brilliant spot for footfall. Pop-ups love this
space because you can easily park up a food truck or a portable
presentation unit.

CAMDEN MARKET

1,700 SQFT

71 STANDING
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AMPITHEATRE
STABLES YARD

Some of London’s biggest artists have performed here. As the name
suggests, it is made for live events because audiences can see from
all angles. Large screens and speakers can be erected to draw in
the crowds.

CAMDEN MARKET

4,200 SQFT

175 STANDING
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NORTH YARD
STABLES YARD

Previously used for festivals and street parties, this spacious cobbled
courtyard is perfect for large ticketed events. It has two entrances
and crowds can easily be controlled. Bring your creative ideas to this
thriving, colourful hive of activity and watch them come to life.

CAMDEN MARKET

9,715 SQFT

405 STANDING
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NORTH YARD
STABLES YARD

CAMDEN MARKET
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POP UP
ANYWHERE
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EVENT DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Camden Market Events provides a comprehensive
in-house creative event production service. Our
specialist and highly experienced team can work
closely with you to transform and program the
space working to any brief or budget, for an event
or shoot of any size.

WE PROVIDE
• BESPOKE EVENT CONCEPTS AND DESIGN
• TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
• SET BUILD
• SET DRESSING
• FURNITURE AND PROP HIRE
• AUDIO/VISUAL HIRE
• H&S DOCUMENTATION
• CREW
• DJS
• LIVE ACTS
• CUTTING EDGE PERFORMERS
• EVENT CAPTURE

C LO C K W I S E: K ER B ST R EE T FO O D M A R K E T, LO CAT I O N FI L M I N G ,
BAC K YA R D C I N EM A , T R A D E FA I R

CAMDEN MARKET
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EVENT CATERING & BARS
Camden Market Events supplies a full food
and beverage catering service working with a
number of key catering partners Ranging from
street food markets to high profile award dinners,
we can deliver a contemporary and cutting edge
culinary experience.
Our in-house experienced bar team operate and
manage a comprehensive bar service. We can
cater for events of all types and size offering the
latest in drink trends and event design.

WE SUPPLY
• BARS AND BAR EQUIPMENT
• VIP AND BACKSTAGE BARS
• COCKTAIL BAR STAFF
• FLAIR BARTENDERS
• MENU DESIGN
• STOCK
• MOBILE DRAUGHT DISPENSE
• CASH MANAGEMENT
• TILL SYSTEMS AND MOBILE PAYMENTS
• SAMPLING STANDS
• TASTINGS
• MIXOLOGY MASTERCLASSES
• CUTTING EDGE PERFORMERS
• EVENT CAPTURE

C LO C K W I S E: M I XO LO G I ST S , S E AT ED D I N N ER , E V E N T
CAT ER I N G , SA M P L I N G

CAMDEN MARKET
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PREVIOUS CLIENTS
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CAMDEN MARKET • CASE STUDY

KERB
CAMDEN
MARKET
LAUNCH
PARTY

WHERE

ALL FOR
AMY
BIRTHDAY

WHERE

CALVIN
KLEIN
CK2 POP-UP
#THE2OFUS

WHERE

West Yard

Camden Lock Place

Camden Lock Place

11 August 2016

6-7 February 2016

6-7 February 2016

An exclusive launch party to put
Kerb Camden Market on the map
as the greatest street food
line-up London has to offer.

A celebration to mark the
birthday of Camden’s much
loved daughter hosted by the
amy Winehouse Foundation.

An experiential pop-up to launch
the new CK2 fragrance

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

Footfall 600

OUTCOME

An exclusive launch party for
KERB Camden Market helped
put it on the map as the greatest
street food line-up London has
to offer. Both press and bloggers
ate and drank their way around
the new food stalls while enjoying
cocktails and the canal side
view. Earlier on in the day, there
was a special Kid’s Preview Day
where kids enjoyed face painting,
balloons and a waterbus
ride making it a hit for the
whole family.

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

Footfall 25,000

OUTCOME

A full day of celebrations with a
series of Amy-themed pop-ups
was organised to honour her
music, life and style. Live music
performances took place around
the market which concluded in
the Amphitheatre with a beautiful
heartfelt performance to the
backdrop of an amazing sunset.
All proceeds went to the the ‘Amy
Winehouse Foundation’ which
works to prevent the effects of
drug and alcohol misuse
on young people.

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

Sold £21K worth of product

OUTCOME

Launching its newest fragrance
for CK2, Calvin Klein set up a
pop-up on the Camden Lock
place cobbles for a two day
event. A bespoke, digitally
interactive shipping container
featured a retail space for
consumers to enter and test
the fragrance, learn more about
the ingredients and purchase
the product.
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CAMDEN MARKET • CASE STUDY

THE AFRICAN
MARKET

WHERE

PUKKA TEA
POP-UP

WHERE

#SAVEFABRIC
POP-UP

WHERE

Camden Lock Place

Camden Lock Place

Camden Lock Place

4 June/2 July/6 August 2016

19 november 2016

1-2 october 2016

To showcase original and ethical
African fashion

A stop off as part of the brands
London promotional tour

Official two day event to
gain awareness and support of
#SaveFabric

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

Average dwell time of visitors
increased by 11.5% compared
to previous weeks

OUTCOME

Open the Gate’s African market
set up shop in North Yard as a
Saturday guest market on three
occasions during summer
2016. Showcasing original and
ethical African fashion including
accessories, jewellery, arts
and crafts, homewares, books
and much more. Alongside the
market stands, crowds were able
to get involved in a traditional
drumming circle with drum
song workshops taking place
throughout the day.

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

12K people engaged

OUTCOME

Camden Lock place was
included in the tea brands
London promotional tour
handing out free samples of tea
and tea bags. Visitors warmed
themselves up by sampling the
various flavours and had the
chance to enter a competition
to win 10 boxes of delicious
Pukka Tea.

WHEN
BRIEF

STATS

increased footfall by 5,000

OUTCOME

Friends of dance music mecca,
Fabric, came together for
this official two day event
#SaveFabric pop-up. Legendary
resident Fabric DJ, Terry
Francis, took to the decks in
Dingwalls alongside a number of
surprise guests. Official Fabric
merchandise was sold from a
pop-up stall alongside the canal
with all proceeds going to the
#SaveOurCulture initiative.
Shoppers and dancers ate their
way through London’s greatest
street food line up at ‘Kerb
Camden Market’ and Dingwalls
provided a fully stocked
indoor bar.
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UNICEF
ARTBEAT

WINES OF
ARGENTINA

COFFEE
HOUSE
SESSIONS

WHERE

WHERE

WHERE

WHEN

WHEN

WHEN

Dead dog basin
25 June 2016
BRIEF

Music, art exhibition and
Auction to raise funds for
Syrian children
Music, art and philanthropy
collided when unicef took over
dead dog basin to raise money
for the syria emergency relief
fund. Phonica record dj’s took to
the decks and street art anarchy
organized an art exhibition. Over
600 guests attended the event.

Camden lock place
15/16/17 April 2016
BRIEF

A celebration of
world malbec day
Wines of argentina set up their
mobile container bar in the
middle of camden lock place to
celebrate ‘world malbec day’.
Honest burgers were on hand to
create an exclusive argentinian
flavoured ‘cambalache’ burger for
the event and guests participated
in wine tasting during the evening
whilst being entertained by
tango dancers.

Various locations
15 August-present
BRIEF

To showcase london’s best
unsigned singing talent.
The coffee house sessions are
continuing to serve up a freshly
brewed taste of london’s best
singing talent. Acoustic gigs have
taken place in various venues
around the market including
cafe loren, miss poppy cakes,
yumchaa, lantana and our art
gallery, accepted rebellion. The
summer sessions proved to be
so successful that coffee house
have extended the program.
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TESTIMONIALS
For us, there was no place other than Camden Market that we
could have held our 5th anniversary event. The support from the events
team was fantastic. They were really helpful and creative on how we
could work together to mark this special occasion, which was not
only our 5th anniversary, but also Amy’s birthday. We also worked with
Kerb for the first time who were great, and made sure everyone was
well fed! The whole market was really supportive in general, and we
would definitely love to hold future events here.
ROWAN CARNIHAN
CHARITY & DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
AMY WINEHOUSE FOUNDATION

Extremely impressed with everyone down at Camden Market.
Everything was perfect from the fantastic cocktails to the cosy
blankets. Great way to bring some festive fun to North London.
Long overdue! Huge thanks to the whole team.
REECE LLOYD
KEY ACCOUNT EXEC,
DIAGEO

The Camden Market events team were a pleasure to
work with - professional, friendly and effective. They sourced
the venue, negotiated the use for my unusual event - a family rave
- and did some excellent promotion. It was a massive,
sold out, success and I recommend them highly.
HANNAH SAUNDERS
BIG FISH LITTLE FISH

Not sure where to begin with the level of care and support we
received in holding this event. Kat was amazing, she contacted me in
regards to this event and worked tirelessly to ensure everything ran smoothly,
the level of professionalism floored us, all the promotion and interest really
helped galvanise a really successful weekend. From an operations view
everything was on point, the sound guy was extremely helpful and always
at hand, the location was just perfect. All the crew in Dingwalls were just
brilliant too and a massive thanks to Mac [events team].
KLEO KLEANTHOUS
FABRIC
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CONTACTS

MAC MCDERMOT T
EVENTS
MAC@CAMDENMARKET.COM
M: +44 (0) 7976 266 175
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